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Graph Structures of Language

q Natural language can be viewed as a sequence of words 
q In the language modeling task, we care about the conditional probability of the next 

token 

q Natural language also exhibits structure (relations and hierarchy)
q The relationship between two words in a sentence are not always proportional to 

their distance 
q The attention mechanism creates a fully connected weighted graph between tokens  

q Beyond words, there’s also hierarchical relations between higher-level semantic 
concepts (events, beliefs etc.) 
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Types of Graphs Structures in Text

Semantic Parse Graphs Information Extraction Graphs

Procedure Graphs Reasoning Graphs
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Outline

q Syntactic and Semantic Parse Graphs

q Types of Parse Graphs

q Parse Graph Applications

q Information Extraction Graphs  

q Procedure and Schema Graphs 

q Belief and Reasoning Graphs
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Dependency Parse Graph
q Dependency graphs
q Each sentence is transformed into a tree structure
q Nodes are words in the sentence, edges are dependency tags 
q Available in commonly used NLP packages such as Spacy and Stanza

[1] https://spacy.io
[2] https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/ 

https://spacy.io/
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
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AMR Graph
q Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR)
q Each sentence is represented as a tree
q Nodes are concepts (might be linked to Wikipedia), edges are semantic role labels
q Intra-sentence co-reference is resolved (“employees” and “their” map to the same 

node)  

StructBART: Structure-aware fine-tuning of BART for transition-based AMR parsing 
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Document-Level AMR Graphs
q Extend AMR graphs by: 

q Cross-sentence Coreference: 
merge entities that are 
coreferential across sentences

q Sentences Nodes: add edges 
between the sentence node 
and the concepts that appear 
in the sentence

q Narrative order: Add edges 
between adjacent sentence 
nodes

q Beyond a single document: 
use source nodes to 
represent documents
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Grounding Dialog Systems in Knowledge

q Without knowledge, dialog 
responses can be non-
informative or suffer from 
hallucination

q We need to inject the most 
relevant knowledge to the 
dialog context -> the knowledge 
selection task
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AMR Graphs for Knowledge Selection
q We formulate the knowledge selection problem as node selection on the document semantic graph
q Enables knowledge selection on both the sentence-level and the concept-level by selecting different 

types of nodes 
q Contextualize document semantic graph with the dialog
q For each dialog turn, we encode the dialog context along with each candidate sentence with BERT 

and then add the context node (purple) to the document semantic graph.
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AMR Graphs for Knowledge Selection

q Selected relevant knowledge can be 
plugged into a generative LM for 
response generation

Dataset Method MAP Acc

HollE Ranking 0.493 0.343

Graph paths 0.497 0.350

DocGraph 0.513 0.377

WoW 
unseen split

Ranking 0.436 0.263

Graph paths 0.436 0.264

DocGraph 0.486 0.308
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AMR Graphs for Factuality Evaluation
q Evaluate the fine-grained factuality of summaries
q Main idea: convert the document and the summary to AMR graphs and compare the 

graphs 
q The red node “consider” is missing from the summary, indicating an error

(a) The original document 
(b) The generated summary
(c) The AMR graph for the document
(d) The AMR graph for the summary
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AMR Graphs for Factuality Evaluation
q Using AMR graphs to help evaluate the fine-grained factuality of summaries
q Summary and document graphs are encoded by the graph encoder with structure-

aware adapters
q Both the text-based representation and the graph-based representation are fed into 

the MLP to predict the factuality score
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AMR Graphs for Factuality Evaluation

q FactCC+ was pretrained on synthetic data
q FactGraph > FactCC+: semantic graph representations are beneficial for factuality 

evaluation
q Further pretraining the structural adapters and text adapters boosts performance
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Outline

q Syntactic and Semantic Parse Graphs

q Information Extraction Graphs

q Relation Extraction

q Event Extraction

q Coreference Resolution  

q Procedure and Schema Graphs 

q Belief and Reasoning Graphs
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Relation Extraction
q Given a head entity, tail entity and the context containing both entities, classify the 

relation between them (could be NULL) 

Sentence: It’s a meeting of L.C.K., a civil rights organization founded by Shawn.

Head Entity: L.C.K.

Tail Entity: Shawn

Relation between Head & Tail Entities: org:founded_by

Task Setting: 
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RePaL: Definition Based Relation Extraction

q Definitions are often more available than few-shot examples 

q A single definition is worth many examples 

q Define-and-then-generate extends the patterns conveyed by few-shot instances 
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Methodology: Definition-based seed construction

22

q Query LLM for initial positive examples given the definition  

q Obtain negative examples by random sampling over an unlabeled corpora

q Hypothesis: in a large-scale unlabeled corpus, the proportion of target relation 

instances is relatively small
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Methodology:  Training RE-specialized SLM

q Leverage small language models(SLMs) as task-specialized extractors for better 

performance with low cost

q We formulate RE as an NLI task for fine-tuning
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Methodology: Feedback-driven improvement 
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q Inference on the unlabeled corpora with trained SLM

q Query LLM to generate feedback

q Sample positive and negative instances within certain confidence intervals

q Ask the LLM to generate instances with different patterns to mitigate bias 
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RePaL: Performance

- Zero-shot models marked by * are trained on 61 seen relation instances from FewRel and require all negative 

test relations to be known 

- Better overall performance against existing zero-shot methods

- Larger margin for ReTACRED, which require transfer-learning based zero-shot models to generalize across 

domains
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Event Extraction Overview
q Events represent dynamic changes of state
q While relation extraction involves two entities, events typically involve 4-5 entities 

(agent, patient, instrument, time, location etc.)
q The arguments of an event depend on the event type 

q Event extraction is typically separated into 2 stages of event detection and argument 
extraction
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LLMs for Event Extraction

q Generative language models are trained to predict the next token 
q IE tasks require translating text to structures 
q How do we reconcile the difference? 

Linearized output Templated output
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Code Language Models for Event Extraction

The output structure of some NLP tasks (e.g., Event Argument Extraction) can be mapped to code in a more 

straightforward way compared to natural language.

Insight: Leverage such text-to-code capability of LLM to solve structured prediction problems in NLP
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EAE task closely aligned with features of Python Programming Language.

Mapping Between Event Argument 
Extraction and Programming Language

We can use 
Inheritance to 
represent 
hierarchical event 
relationships

We can also leverage 
type annotation to 
annotate the entity 
types accepted for 
each argument
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How to Prompt LLM for EAE?

Each prompt has 3 components:

(1) Ontology context;

(2) K-shot examples for in-context learning

(3) Task prompt
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50-shot Code4Struct rivals fully-supervised 
approaches trained on 4,202 instances of the 
training data

How does Code4Struct Perform on EAE?

In 50-shot setting, it surpass current SOTA 
by a large margin (20.8% absolute F1 
difference on Arg-C)

0-shot can already achieve higher Arg-I 
performance than 50-shot DEGREE
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To compare our code-based prompt with text-
style GPT-3 prompt, we design a text prompt 
mimicking our code prompt.

We compare the performance of text prompt 
and code prompt on GPT-3 (text-davinci-002) 
and Codex (code-davinci-002) through OpenAI 
API.

Is Code Prompt any better than Text Prompt?
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Our findings
(1) Codex + code outperforms all text prompts on Arg-C and Arg-C+E under few-shot settings. The 
performance gap is most significant on Arg-C F1 (8.7% absolute F1 difference when compared to GPT-3 + text 
prompt).
(2) Zero-shot code prompt underperforms text prompt on Arg-C for both Codex and GPT-3.
(3) GPT-3 + code prompt quickly catch-up with Codex + code prompt performance given adequate training 
examples.

Is Code Prompt any better than Text Prompt? 
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Putting it all together
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Outline

q Syntactic and Semantic Parse Graphs

q Information Extraction Graphs  

q Procedure and Schema Graphs

q Procedure graph induction through multimodal alignment 

q Schema graph induction from data

q Schema graph construction from LLMs 

q Belief and Reasoning Graphs
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Procedure Graphs
q A procedure consists of a goal and a 

sequence of steps that can be carried 
out to achieve the goal. 

q Each node in this graph is a step (short 
phrase or sentence) 
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Procedure Graph Induction by Multimodal Alignment 

Two-level alignment on the task-level and the step-level. 
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Procedure Graph Learning
q Besides the positive sequences from multimodal alignment, we also generate negative 

sequences by random selection, shuffling and swapping positive sequences for 
contrastive learning 
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Procedure Graph Construction
q After training the path generation model, we can reconstruct the procedure graph by 

sampling a large number of paths to estimate the adjacency matrix 
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Procedure Graph Results

q Ours > wikiHow Linear: By utilizing graph representations, we can achieve much better prediction 
performance 

q Pre-training on HowTo100M Videos helps 
q The contrastive objective (PLC) helps with the partial sequence completion task
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Event Graphs
Complex event: A collection of atomic 
events, their participants and relations. 
Generally corresponds to a “news story”.

Nodes

- Events 
- Entities 

Coreferential events (entities) are 
merged into a single node.

Edges 

- Event-entity argument edges 
- Entity-entity relation edges
- Event-event temporal edges  
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From Event Graph to Event Schema

q Original definition: “Structure for defining the appropriate sequence of 
events in a context” (Schank and Abelson 1977)

q A more modern interpretation: “Model for defining the probable 
sequence of events in a context” (Weber et al. 2018)
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Generative Event Graph Model

• Step 1. 
Event Node Generation

• Step 2. 
Message Passing

• Step 3. 
Argument Node Generation

• Step 4. 
Relation Edge Generation

• Step 5. 
Temporal Edge Generation

45
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Intrinsic Evaluation

q Schema Matching Evaluation: We compare the generated schemas with the ground truth 
schemas based on the overlap between them.

q Instance Graph Perplexity Evaluation: We compute perplexity by predicting the instance 
graphs in the test set.
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Dataset Models Event 
Match

Ordering 
Match

Sequence Match Connection 
Match

Event
Perplexity

Full
Perplexityl = 3 l = 5 l = 7

General

Event Language 
Model 0.392 0.578 0.397 0.239 0.132 - - -

Sequential Pattern 
Mining 0.371 0.567 0.412 0.236 0.097 0.314 - -

Event Graph Model 0.451 0.612 0.479 0.298 0.181 0.391 1.104 3.798
w/o Argument 0.423 0.601 0.469 0.271 0.173 - 1.982 -

IED

Event Language 
Model 0.701 0.815 0.679 0.417 0.301 - - -

Sequential Pattern 
Mining 0.703 0.810 0.687 0.421 0.297 0.517 - -

Event Graph Model 0.812 0.881 0.718 0.432 0.321 0.567 0.585 2.307
w/o Argument 0.803 0.872 0.712 0.422 0.309 - 0.956 -
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Extrinsic Evaluation
• Schema-guided Event Prediction: The task aims to predict ending events of each graph.

• Considering that there can be multiple ending events in one instance graph, we rank event type 
prediction scores and adopt MRR and HITS@1 as evaluation metrics.

Dataset Models MRR HITS@1

General
Human Schema 0.173 0.205
Event Graph Model 0.401 0.520

Dataset Models MRR HITS@1

IED
Human Schema 0.072 0.222
Event Graph Model 0.223 0.691
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Schemas as Event-Related Commonsense Knowledge

q Open-Domain: our model can induce 
schemas for any scenario given the 
scenario name. 

q Extensible: our paradigm can support 
new event-event relations by adding 
new prompt templates. 

q Interpretable: by representing events 
with sentences, human assessors 
consider our schemas to be more 
readable than prior approaches.

48

q Event schemas can be viewed as structured 
commonsense knowledge about a given scenario

q We can probe such commonsense knowledge from 
an LLM 
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IncSchema Framework

Round 1: Get the main 
events of a scenario. 

Round 3: Verification of 
temporal and hierarchical 
edges

Round 2: For each 
event, expand to 
connected events. 
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Retrieval-Augmented Prompting

q When humans curate schemas, they often refer to related news articles or Wikipedia

q Whenever our prompt is related to an event, we simulate this process by using the GPT3-
generated event description to retrieved related passages to serve as extra context to the 
language model 

q To encourage the model to output a general answer, we retrieve 3 passages per prompt 
using a pretrained TCT-ColBERT model.

q Retrieving multiple passage (ideally about different instances) is important for guiding the 
model to produce a generalized answer.
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Question Decomposition for Relations 

q Instead of directly asking for “Does event A happen before event B?”, we ask 3 
questions about start time, end time and duration. 

q This allows us to avoid conflicting hierarchical and temporal relations since the 
hierarchical relation can be defined as spatial-temporal containment. 
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Main Result: Hierarchical Schema Quality

The baseline GPT-DOT, directly asks GPT3 
to output a linearized graph format of the 
final schema given some in-context 
examples. 

Compared to our model, GPT-DOT 
generates much fewer events (10.11 
events for GPT-DOT VS 52.6 events on 
ODIN) which leads to high precision but 
low recall. 

GPT-DOT struggles with hierarchical 
relations, especially when hierarchical 
relations co-exist with temporal relations.
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Interpretability Evaluation Results 

q Human assessors are able to compose a longer 
story with better event coverage using our 
schema while taking roughly the same amount 
of time. 

q Human assessors rate our event descriptions 
and event names to be very helpful (>4.5 score) 
and our schemas are easier to understand
compared to the baseline. 
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Double-GAE’s scores are 
shown in red and our model’s 
scores are shown in blue. 
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Outline

q Syntactic and Semantic Parse Graphs

q Information Extraction Graphs  

q Procedure and Schema Graphs 

q Belief and Reasoning Graphs
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Explanation Graphs
q Given a belief and an 

argument, predict the stance 
of the belief and the 
reasoning process

q The reasoning process can be 
represented as a graph of 
concepts and their relations 
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Generating ExplaGraphs with Code LLMs
q The task of generating an ExplaGraph can be converted into generating a piece of 

code with a list of add_edge function calls.
q By using this formulation, few-shot CoCoGen outperforms fine-tuned T5 across all 

metrics.
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Entailment Trees 
q Entailment tree: a tree of 

multi-premise entailment 
steps from facts that are 
known, through intermediate 
conclusions, to the 
hypothesis of interest
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Improving LLM Reasoning with Recursive Prompting

q Induce a tree of explanations recursively by prompting the LM with “X is true, 
because…” 

q Compute the belief (X is true) for each statement and the consistency (can X and Y 
both be true) between every two statements 

q Solve the truth values of the statements using a MAX-SAT solver
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From Chain-of-Thought to Tree-of-Thought
q Compared to the commonly-used CoT, ToT explores multiple possibilities, evaluates 

the intermediate output and picks the best move forward. If all possibilities are 
bad, the model backtracks to the last state. 
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Tree-of-Thought Example
q Task: Game of 24 is a mathematical reasoning challenge, where the goal is to use 4 

numbers and basic arithmetic operations (+-*/) to obtain 24.
q The LLM is used for generating the possible next step and also evaluating the current 

solution.
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Named Entity Recognition (NER)
q A named entity typically refers to a sequence of words that correspond to a specific 

entity in the real world (i.e., an entity with a name) (e.g., “Bill Clinton”)
q Named-entity recognition (NER) seeks to locate and classify named entities in text 

into pre-defined categories
q Given a sentence, NER is to first segment which words are part of entities, and then 

classify each entity by type (person, organization, location, and so on)
q Example
q Input:   Jim bought 300 shares of Acme Corp. in 2006
q Output:  [Jim]Person bought 300 shares of [Acme Corp.]Organization in [2006]Time
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ALIGNIE (Automatic Label Interpretation and Generating New 
Instance for Entity typing)

(Left): With a given type label 
hierarchy, an entity type interpretation 
module relates all the words in the 
vocabulary with the label hierarchy by 
a correlation matrix.

(Middle): An entity typing classifier 
maps the word probability at the 
[MASK] position to type probability 
using the correlation matrix.

(Right): A type-based contextualized 
instance generator uses an entity 
mention and its predicted type to 
construct a template for new instance 
generation to augment the training set.
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PLM-based Instance Generator

q E.g., a newspaper entity “New York Times”     more newspaper names

[Context]. New York Times, as well as [MASK] [MASK] [MASK], is a newspaper.
Generation Template :

Entity Mention # ranges from
1 to the length of original 
entity mention

Predicted by 
Entity Type 
Classifier
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Multi-Token Instance Generation

q We randomly choose one [MASK] token at each step, and sample 
from its output token probability to fill in a word.

E.g.

The next blank to be filled 
in is randomly selected, 
therefore the order is not 
always from left to right.

The conditional probability 
at each step
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Generated New instances based on predicted types 
of example entities

q Multi-token instances
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Main Results

q Prompt-based results have higher performance than vanilla fine-tuning in few-shot 
settings. In fully supervised settings, however, fine-tuning performs a little better than 
prompt-based MLM.

q ALIGNIE can even outperform fully supervised setting on OntoNotes and BBN, but 
cannot on Few-NERD. This is because the training set of OntoNotes and BBN are 
automatically inferred from external knowledge bases, and can contain much noise.
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Schema Induction Dataset

• IED Scenario-aware Instance Graph Construction
• Scenario-aware data collection based on Wikipedia: For each scenario, we find the 

associated Wikipedia category, and we collect the major events under it. For each major 
event, we crawl the reference news articles as input news articles.

• Instance graph construction: We order events using temporal relations, and ignore events 
that are not connected to other events.
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Dataset Split # Document # Event # Argument # Relation

General

Train 383 60,40 10,720 6,858
Dev 72 1,044 1,762 1,112
Test 83 1,211 2,112 1,363

IED
Train 5,247 4,1672 136,894 122,846
Dev 575 4,661 15,404 13,320
Test 577 5,089 16,721 14,054


